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A Policy for Good Behaviour
Rationale
At Appleshaw St. Peter’s Primary School, we believe that all members of the school community should be happy,
and secure working together in a safe structured environment based on trust and mutual respect. We will
promote good behaviour through being clear, encouraging good behaviour and giving positive feedback when
pupils are behaving appropriately. We believe that the management of behaviour must be positive and we will
actively promote this and encourage everyone in the school and parents to achieve our aims.

Aims and Principles
We will:










provide a vibrant, stimulating and structured environment and curriculum;
provide consistency in strategies and approach;
encourage children to develop independence and take responsibility for their own actions;
involve parents and encourage their partnership;
maintain and build upon children’s self-esteem;
define and model appropriate behaviour throughout the curriculum;
ensure that appropriate behaviour is recognised and rewarded;
encourage mutual respect with due regard to Christian moral values;
have due regard for our policy for equal opportunities.
We expect parents to support the school’s policy as part of our home/school partnership.

School Rules
The School Council developed our school rules, which are easy to learn and follow. They are:

 Try your best
 Be caring
 Have respect
The school Council also developed the following statement, which puts our school rules into context:

“Children at Appleshaw St Peter’s will always try their best. They will show care for other people and
property and will show respect for everyone and everything around them. They will act with selfdiscipline and aim to set a good example to others.”
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Rewards
We believe that it is important that children are given appropriate attention and recognition when they are
doing the right thing. Children thrive on praise and encouragement. The use of positive reinforcement from
adults is central our reward system which is supplemented with the use of stickers, stamps, certificates, team
points and other rewards as deemed suitable by the class teacher. We recognise that rewards such as this can
increase motivation for some children; however our hope is that they increasingly become less reliant on them
as they move through the school. Our aim is that as they mature they take more and more personal satisfaction
from the positive things they do and achieve.
Each child, upon entry to our school is placed in one of three teams. Throughout their time at Appleshaw, they
can gain team points for their team. At the end of each term a cup is awarded to the winning team. Rewards are
given for good conduct, individual pieces of work, helpfulness, representing the school, good progress and
consistently good behaviour, improved behaviour, being considerate and helpful to others. Children may be sent
to another teacher, the Deputy Headteacher or the Headteacher for extra praise and encouragement.

Celebration Assembly
At the beginning of each week two children are selected from each class to receive a merit award for good
behaviour, thoughtfulness and outstanding effort with their learning. Teachers will keep records of children who
have received awards and endeavour to ensure that children receive an award at some time during the year.
Parents are invited to share in their success.

Unacceptable Behaviour
We do not tolerate:






Physical abuse
o For example spitting, biting, kicking, punching and scratching.
Verbal abuse,
o For example name calling, swearing or foul language and shouting
Rudeness
o rudeness, refusal to obey an adult or behaving in a way that disrupts learning, obscene gestures,
answering back, uncooperativeness, open defiance
Destructiveness
o For example deliberately causing damage to school or other people’s property i.e. vandalism.

1st steps to maintaining good behaviour






non-verbal signals
o e.g. eye contact, a ‘look’
close proximity
simply move closer to the child so they are aware of you or move the child closer to you
re-direction and reward
o e.g. ‘carry on with your work, good, well done!’
praise others
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praise a child who is behaving well near the target child
humour
active listening
genuine listening to make sure you really know what the difficulties are
Pupil conferencing to resolve issues

Sanctions
Children usually respond to approval and then behaviour can be managed by praise. A child who behaves
inappropriately needs support and we deal with this by investing time with the child in order to discover what
problem he/she is trying to solve. When a sanction needs to be used the consequence should be:





related to the disruptive behaviour
reasonable
respectful
teach the child something

Where a sanction needs to be used it is very important to repair the relationship with the child to enable the
child to have a fresh start. Parents will be informed where appropriate.

Sanctions to be used when classroom strategies have been exhausted
Class teacher informs the Headteacher and SENCo and invites the child’s parents into school to discuss the
ongoing problems. Class teacher advises parents of further strategies that encourage home school support and
regular reviews of progress.
Class teacher meets with parents to review progress. If no progress has been made over the course of time, the
Headteacher (HT) will also attend the meeting. Strategy devised by end of meeting which requires reporting of
behaviour to HT and parents each day. HT will closely monitor progress in consultation with class teacher.
Headteacher/SENCO/class teacher will monitor and review the situation.

Further Measures
If procedures are not supporting the child and their behaviour is not improving, other professionals employed by
the Local Education Authority may be involved. The Educational Psychologist or Primary Behaviour Service may
be asked to advise. Behaviour targets will be set and reviewed in discussion with the parents.

Documentation and Records
The class teacher will note recurring incidents of poor behaviour. A behaviour plan may be implemented.
On the advice of the SENCO a behaviour diary may be kept and Individual Behaviour Management Plan set in
motion. The Headteacher must be kept informed.
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Outside agencies may be contacted by Headteacher or the SENCO may be authorised to do this e.g. Educational
Welfare Officer, Educational Psychologist. (Parents must be consulted before this step). The SEN Governor will
be informed.
The Headteacher is empowered to exclude a child for a day or more if their behaviour is extreme. (The
Governors will be informed). If a child is excluded the procedure will be in line with Hampshire and DCSF
guidelines.
Racist comments or incidents must be recorded in the 'Racial Incidents' logbook
Incidents where physical restraint is used must be recorded in 'Physical restraints incidents' book

Bullying
Definitions and terminology
Bullying can mean different things:










being called names
being teased, put down or humiliated
being pushed or pulled about
having money and other stuff taken
having rumours spread about you
being ignored and left out
being hit, kicked or physically hurt
being threatened or intimidated
being bullied through your phone or online.

Bullying can also be part of other forms of abuse, including neglect, emotional, physical and sexual abuse.
Source: From the Childline website – childline.org.uk/info-advice/bullying-abuse-safety/types-bullying/bullying/

Behaviour by an individual or group is bullying if it is repeated over time, that it
intentionally hurts another individual or group either physically or emotionally. It
includes an imbalance of power.
Increasingly children are putting themselves at risk of online bullying at a younger and younger age through the
use of Social Media and messaging apps such as WhatsApp and SnapChat. The school may have to deal with
incidents of bullying which have occurred outside of school hours and in an online environment and yet have a
very significant impact on children’s behaviour and relationships in school.
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Management of bullying incidents at school
Every report of bullying will be taken seriously and thoroughly investigated, usually by the Class Teacher, Deputy
Headteacher and/or Headteacher. When the school decides that an incidence of bullying has occurred, parents
will be contacted and meetings arranged to discuss what has happened and to agree a way forward, including
an agreement on suitable sanctions. The school will work with both parties to ensure that no such incidents of
bullying occur in the future.
If bullying persists then the support of outside agencies will be called upon.

Confidentiality
All members of the community should respect the School’s Confidentiality Policy when dealing with any aspects
of bullying.

Dissemination of the Policy
This policy will be shared with all members of the community. For example, staff will share through staff
meetings attend training as necessary, children will have the opportunity to discuss through PSHE lessons and
have information displayed to reinforce messages and it will be posted on the relevant section of our school
website.

Further Reading
https://www.nspcc.org.uk/services-and-resources/research-and-resources/2016/what-children-are-telling-usabout-bullying/
https://www.nspcc.org.uk/preventing-abuse/child-abuse-and-neglect/bullying-and-cyberbullying/keepingchildren-safe/
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